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We aim to produce the most authentic wine that
represents the greatness and diversity of the Uco
Valley in Mendoza, Argentina.
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About Us
Casa de Uco Vineyards & Wine Resort is the result of a wonderful dream. A great vision
inspired by the Uco Valley’s exceptional natural resources, where we honor the birthplace
of Argentina’s most outstanding wines.
Situated across a 320-hectare estate, Casa de Uco is an innovative concept composed of
the development of private vineyards, an incredible winery, an exclusive luxurious wine
resort, and secluded villas constructed alongside the vines. Experience life on the vineyard
surrounded by the majestic Andes Mountains, with superior services and amenities, and
daily adventures.

Ideal Conditions for vine growing…
The combination of altitude at 1250 meters above sea level, a semi-desert climate with
300 days of sun per year, warm days, cool nights, alluvial soil with excellent drainage, and
the purest aquifer in the region flowing freely to irrigate the vineyards of Casa de Uco, all
result in the most ideal conditions for winemaking in this fantastic area.

A unique enclave in the heart of the Uco Valley,
Argentina’s new wine capital.
Argentina, Mendoza Province, Village of Tunuyán, Vistaflores region. Nestled on the
bank of the mighty Andes Mountains, Casa de Uco Vineyards & Wine Resort is set
on 320 hectares of lush green land in the middle of the Uco Valley.
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The Uco Valley is one of Mendoza’s best-kept secrets. A fertile phenomenon, it
possesses supreme geographical conditions for growing grapes, known as Vinos de
Altura. The country’s most renowned winemakers have landed in the area, making it
the new hot spot for premium wines both in the region, and entire country.
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An hour drive from Mendoza’s international airport, "Gobernador Francisco Gabrielli" (former
"El Plumerillo"), is where domestic flights arrive, connecting Mendoza to the rest of the
provinces of Argentina, including Buenos Aires which has direct flights from important cities
around the world such as New York, Madrid, Miami, London, São Paolo, Rio de Janeiro, Paris,
among others. Mendoza’s airport is also a link to the city of Santiago, Chile and, from there, to
the rest of the world.
During winter time you can snow ski in Las Leñas, the region´s largest ski resort, located three
hours away by car, in Portillo, Chile which is 2 hours away, or for the most adventurous go helisking
in the higher picks of the mountains very close by, flying directly from Casa de Uco´s heliport.
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Our Wine Team
Alberto Antonini
Winemaker

He has devoted his entire life unraveling the secrets to making great
wines. He rings his expert knowledge consulting the private vineyard
owners at Casa de Uco. Very focused on producing authentic wines.

Pedro Parra

Soil analysis consultant
Chilean geologist specialized in wines and the relation of the soil with
wine styles. He helps to develop our soil map study of our whole estate
in order to identify the potentiality of the different parcel potential.

Sebastian Bisole
Agronomist

Young agronomist with an admirable passion to cultivate vineyards in a
sustainable and organic way. In charge with the whole operations along
with his partner Fernando Coria.

Germán Frenk

Export Manager
Germán Frenk was born and raised in Mendoza, Argentina and has
more than ten years of experience working in wine export management.
He specializes in wineries throughout Argentina and Chile.

From left to right: Alberto Antonini and Juan Tonconogy.
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Study of the soil

Pedro Parra, recognised chilean geologist, has been working with us in order to have a
complete study of the soils and have a better understanding of the different styles of wine you
can produce in the estate. The heterogeneous soils makes plot and micro-plot selection very
important. Stony soils and sandy soils are fermented in different vats in order to be able to
identify the diverse styles of wine, which the soils will deliver

Terroir
The combination of the ideal altitude at 1250 meters above sea level, a semi-desert climate with 330 days of
sun per year, warm days, cool nights, alluvial soil with excellent drainage, and the purest aquifer in the region
flowing freely to irrigate the vineyards of Casa de Uco, all result in the most ideal conditions for winemaking.

Sustainability & Organic vineyard

We believe in sutainability and work under sustainable
procedures in order to mantain the natural ecosystem of the Uco
Valley through time, caring about natural resources.
For achieving our motto, we have developed different strategies
and tought our wokers and partners about them, and the importance of respecting them.
Organic production: We are certified organic in 20 hectars. We
do not use any chemical pesticide, and we use our natural compost
to fertilize naturaly.
Hydric probes: such as calicatas, rizotones, allow us to have a
better management of the soil-water relation, in order to be more
eficient in terms of natural and economic resources.
It also give us the chance of studing each plant in every physiological stage.
Cultural labors that estimulate sustentability: Doble guyot
prunning, moving the soils for making the roots grow and giving
more air to the ground. Usage of organic fertilizers and natural
compost.
GLOBAL G.A.P. Certification: for Good Agricultural Practices.
This normative evaluate the interaction between 3 important
elements: enviroment, people & farming. All of them should
behave/respond as only one.

A boutique winery making the best
kept secret in the Uco Valley.
With a keen eye for vanguard design and crafted
with the latest in modern technology, we have
created this wine sanctuary, bringing specialists in
the field.
Modern style building with a simple industrial
design. Thought as a “telescopic barn”, having
sections that could slide inside one another.
This idea is based on having the best use of
natural light, ventilation and minimum use of energy.
Visitors can see from the visitor´s centre the
whole process of vinification in just one line.

Wines
Casa de Uco is producing single vineyard wines from its own
estate. Our philosophy is to produce wines which express the
authenticity of its terroir.
Oak is used as a secondary element and it is preferred verylight
oak toast and even non-toasted barrels to preserve the
authenticity of the fruit.

Wine Resort
Casa de Uco Wine Resort is comprised of 7 rooms, 9 suites, and vineyard bungalows, each with extraordinary views of the
incredible landscape. The secluded bungalows, equipped with a private terrace and garden, are nestled inside the
vineyard away from the Resort, offering the utmost privacy with still all the resort services and amenities.

Relaxing ambiances radiating sophistication
and comfort, created to relish the unbeatable
panoramic views.

At Casa de Uco Vineyards & Wine Resort we invite our guests to live and
breath wine culture, in an unbeatable setting at the foothills of the Andes
Mountains.
The essence of the hotel, an impressive structure inspired by the geography of
the land and its natural surroundings, strives to provide the utmost level of
comfort, while still blending with the mountains, vineyards, and clear blue skies.

info@casadeuco.com

